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Abstract
While Andosols have a proven capacity to buffer acid inputs, their long-term chemical response to elevated acid deposition remains poorly known. In this respect, the high anion retention capacity of Andosols constitutes a key parameter. Yet, the mechanisms involved in anion retention, especially sulphate, are still a matter of scientific debate. In this study, we report on the impacts of volcanogenic S and acid depositions on (i) the sulphate distribution and (ii) the processes involved in the neutralisation of the acid inputs, in two distinct soil series located downwind from Masaya volcano (Nicaragua), one of the world's largest natural source of SO2. The first series corresponds to weathered Eutric Andosols rich in allophanic constituents and the second series to weakly developed Vitric Andosols rich in volcanic glass. Long-term acid gas emission by Masaya volcano has led to important changes in the chemistry of the Andosols downwind. Sustained acid inputs have decreased the pH an...
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